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We present the results of photoluminescence (PL) measurements on a type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dot/ring
sample as a function of temperature (2 to 400 K) and over six orders of magnitude of incident laser excitation
power. Optically induced charge depletion (OICD) was seen in both the wetting layer (WL) and quantum
dots/rings but with remarkably different temperature dependent behavior. Holes originating from background
acceptors migrate out of the WL as the sample temperature is raised to 30 K, while the onset of a blueshift in the
PL from quantum rings, signaling their thermally induced charging with holes, is only observed at temperatures
above 300 K. The presence of dark dots as a hidden reservoir for acceptor holes at the intermediate temperatures is
proposed to explain this anomalous behavior. Due to the deep localization potential of GaSb/GaAs, thermalization
of acceptor holes between dark dots and bright rings only occurs above room temperature. A rate equation model
is presented which successfully replicates the main features of OICD observed here and in previous reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The unique properties of type-II self-assembled quantum
dots (QDs) and quantum rings (QRs) offer many exciting
possibilities for device fabrication and fundamental physical
research. Numerous studies have already been carried out on
their type-I counterparts, which have shown benefits over
bulk devices due to the reduced dimensionality of these
zero-dimensional structures. These benefits include higher
thermal stability and lower threshold currents in lasers1 and
insensitivity to edge states in solar cells.2 Furthermore, QDs
have much potential for use in emerging fields such as quantum
information processing.3
In type-II heterostructures such as the GaSb/GaAs nanos-
tructures studied here, the carrier species are spatially sepa-
rated and generally have a reduced recombination rate when
compared to type-I heterostructures. This property makes
GaSb/GaAs QD/QRs candidates for use in solar cells.4,5 Large
confinement energies,6,7 negligible charging barriers,8 and
strong three-dimensional carrier confinement in GaSb/GaAs
QD/QRs make them promising for use in memory devices.9,10
The Aharanov-Bohm effect has already been observed in other
type-II QD systems,11,12 and the large confinement potential
of GaSb/GaAs QD/QRs makes them a favorable candidate
for observation of such effects at elevated temperatures.13
Mott transitions are also of fundamental physical interest
and are already known to occur in the GaSb/GaAs QD
system.14
Strong blueshifts of emission energy with increasing
excitation power are regularly seen in type-II systems. Ca-
pacitive charging,15–17 band bending,18–23 and state filling24
are commonly used to explain the blueshift of the type-II
QD/QR emission energy. But capacitive charging is believed
to be dominant in the sample investigated here.25,26 All of
these mechanisms rely on increasing carrier density and/or dot
occupancy to describe the observed blueshifts. However, in a
few cases, redshifts of the QD emission energy with increasing
laser power have been seen and explained by optically induced
charge depletion (OICD).27
This paper details the results of a study into OICD in a
GaSb/GaAs QD/QR sample. OICD was first seen in the two-
dimensional electron gas of δ-doped GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
wells28 and heterojunctions29 and then later in type-II QDs.27
Here we present the unique result of OICD in both the wetting
layer (WL; at low temperature) and QD/QRs (above room tem-
perature). This remarkable observation allows the temperature
induced migration of holes to different nanostructures to be
observed.
II. OPTICALLY INDUCED CHARGE DEPLETION
Optically induced charge depletion is a process involv-
ing the interaction of photogenerated carriers, a quantum-
confining nanostructure (QN) and dopants [Fig. 1(a)], resulting
in the counterintuitive discharging of a nanostructure with in-
creasing laser excitation power. This discharging is manifested
as a redshift of the nanostructure’s emission energy in PL
measurements. For the type of structure discussed here, the
acceptor holes preferentially occupy the QN (WL, QDs, or
QRs) in the absence of laser excitation [1 in Fig. 1(b)]. At
low laser powers the recombination rate in the QN is low, as
there are few electrons present, and the QN occupancy remains
high. As the laser power is raised, the number of electrons
increases, and the recombination rate increases, reducing the
QN occupancy [see 2 in Fig. 1(b)]. At the same time, the
photogenerated holes occupy the acceptor states, which delay
them reaching the QN. When the laser power, and thus the
carrier photogeneration rate, is high enough, the acceptor
states begin to become saturated [see 3 in Fig. 1(b)]. The
excess photogenerated holes spill over into the QN, and any
further increases to the laser power results in a blueshift of the
emission energy [see 4 in Fig. 1(b)]. Effectively, the acceptor
states act as a perturbation to the sample’s behavior: At low
laser powers the photogenerated carrier density is comparable
to the acceptor density and unusual effects are seen, but at
high laser power the photogenerated carrier density is much
greater than the acceptor density and they no longer perturb
the system.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic bandgap diagram showing
carrier locations at low laser powers (i.e., between 1 and 3).
(b) Graphical illustration of the recombination rate of holes in the QDs
with electrons in the GaAs; the hole occupancy of acceptor states and
the hole occupancy of QD/QRs as a function of laser power. The main
text gives a detailed explanation of how these effects lead to OICD.
III. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
on a (100) GaAs substrate.30 First a buffer layer of GaAs was
grown at a temperature of 580 ◦C, followed by the deposition
of 2.1 monolayers of GaSb at 490 ◦C with a V/III ratio of 2.
An initial 9-nm cold cap was then grown at 430 ◦C and capped
further by 100 nm of GaAs at 500 ◦C. Finally, a layer of GaSb
was deposited under the same conditions as the first layer,
allowing microscopy of the uncapped QD structures. Atomic
force microscopy measurements of the surface of the sample
revealed the presence of QDs with a lateral size of 43 ± 7 nm,
height of 2.6 ± 0.8 nm, and density of 2.0 × 1010 cm−2
(Ref. 30). Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(XTEM) measurements of the subsurface GaSb structures
showed both single- and double-lobed structures, believed
to be QDs and QRs, respectively. The formation of QRs
in GaSb/GaAs structures is often seen after capping and is
believed to result from Sb migration away from the highly
strained QD centers.31
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were carried out in
a continuous-flow Oxford Instruments cryostat at temperatures
between 2 and 400 K. A 532-nm continuous-wave laser
provided illumination to ∼2 mm2 of the sample via a
200-μm-core optical fiber, allowing the power density to range
from ∼10−2 to 104 mW/cm2. PL emission was collected by a
FIG. 2. PL spectrum at 2 K with a laser power of 29 mW/cm2.
Peaks, from left, are GaAs band-to-band (BtB), GaAs carbon-related
peak, WL, and QD/QR.
550-μm-core optical fiber for measurement by a spectrometer
and a Peltier-cooled InGaAs array.
IV. RESULTS
Several emission peaks from the sample can be seen in
Fig. 2. These peaks originate from the GaAs, GaSb QD/QRs,
and WL. For reasons that shall be explained later, we believe
that the QD/QR peak is strongly dominated by recombination
from QRs, and for clarity we shall henceforth simply refer
to it as the QR peak. Importantly, there is a strong emission
peak at low temperatures with energy 23 meV lower than the
band-to-band GaAs emission peak. This energy difference is
consistent with carbon acceptor states above the GaAs valence
band edge,32 resulting from the unintentional incorporation
of carbon atoms into the GaAs matrix during MBE growth.
The WL peak quenches rapidly with increasing temperature
and is not visible above 150 K. However, the QR peak is
still visible at the 400 K limit of our equipment, even at
low laser powers. This is unexpected for type-II structures,
where the small electron-hole wave-function overlap gives
weaker emission, especially at high temperatures. The strong
high-temperature QR emission is important as it allowed
observation of interesting effects, as described later.
Figure 3(a) shows the WL emission energy as the laser
excitation power was varied at several different temperatures.
At 2 K, a distinctive U-shaped dependence is seen,27 with
an initial redshift caused by OICD, followed by the common
blueshift with increasing laser power. As the temperature is
raised, the magnitude of the initial redshift decreases, until
20 to 30 K, when only a blueshift is observed. The more
acceptor holes that are initially present in the WL, the greater
the incident laser power needed to fully remove them, and
the greater the initial redshift will be. Therefore, this result
shows that the acceptor holes preferentially occupy the WL
at low temperature and escape by thermal excitation as the
temperature is increased. When the temperature has reached
∼30 K the majority of the acceptor holes have been excited
out of the WL and a monotonic blueshift is seen.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The PL emission energy shift for (a) the
WL and (b) QR peaks with incident laser power density. The energies
of data points are shifted so that the lowest power data point is roughly
at zero energy (power scans at some temperatures have been omitted
for clarity).
Similar data, but for the QR peak, is shown in Fig. 3(b). At
low temperatures the typical blueshift with increasing laser
power is observed. This is followed by a slight increase
of the blueshift as the temperature is raised all the way to
300 K. Then, quite remarkably, and in contrast to the WL, an
initial redshift begins to become visible above 340 K. As the
temperature is increased further, the magnitude of the initial
redshift increases, as does the critical laser power before the
emission begins to blueshift. This redshift is also very large,
having a magnitude of ∼35 meV at 400 K, which is comparable
to the 50-meV blueshift at 2 K. This shows that at temperatures
above 340 K, the acceptor holes migrate to the QRs.
The temperature-varying PL scans at three different inci-
dent laser powers are shown in Fig. 4. As seen in the previous
power varying data, the WL shows unusual behavior below
20 K only at low laser powers. In Fig. 4(a), a rapid redshift is
seen in the 26 mW/cm2 data as the temperature increases up
to 20 K. Above this temperature, the peak resumes a typical
Varshni-shaped dependence.33 At higher laser powers, the WL
peak shows Varshni dependence over the entire temperature
range. This can again be explained by the presence of acceptor
holes: at temperatures below 20 K the acceptor holes are
present in the WL but only at low incident laser powers. As
FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature varying PL data for (a) the
WL and (b) QR peaks at three different laser powers. The lines are
fits to the Varshni expression for temperatures <300 K (Ref. 33).
the temperature is increased, the acceptor holes are thermally
excited out of the WL, until by 20 K they are no longer
present. At higher laser powers this unusual behavior is no
longer observed as the acceptor states are effectively screened
by the high carrier density. The Varshni equation provides an
empirical description of the variation in the band gap,33 with
parameters that are well known for bulk semiconductors, e.g.,
for bulk GaAs and GaSb the band gap decreases by 30.8 meV34
and 31.7 meV,35 respectively, from 0 to 140 K. The magnitude
of the temperature-induced energy shift of the WL PL in this
sample is much larger than these values at all laser powers.
As can clearly be seen in Fig. 4, the Varshni curves, and
therefore the Varshni parameters, are not the same at different
laser powers. In general, Varshni parameters for QDs, and in
particular for type-II heterostructures, are not well established,
so it is difficult to comment on this further. However, for
the purposes of this investigation, it is sufficient to note the
Varshni shape (i.e., parabolic at low temperature and linear at
high temperature) is observed for all laser powers except the
26 mW/cm2 temperature data, where the discharging of the
WL occurs at low temperatures.
In contrast to the WL, the QR peak shows a typical
Varshni shift up to ∼300 K at all laser powers [Fig. 4(b)].
It is only above this temperature that the effects of the
acceptor holes become apparent: acceptor holes migrate into
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the QRs as the temperature is increased. The increase in QR
occupancy and hence the magnitude of the high-temperature
blueshift at different laser powers is directly controlled by the
photogeneration rate through OICD. Thus the magnitude of
the blueshift is reduced at higher incident laser powers until
no blueshift is seen at the highest laser power.
Effectively, both Figs. 3 and 4 show the same phenomena
but from two different perspectives. The power-varying data
of Fig. 3 directly demonstrates the OICD effect in both the WL
and QRs at different temperatures. This figure also shows that
at low (or zero) laser powers, significant numbers of acceptor
holes are present in the sample (as also evidenced by the
GaAs related peaks in Fig. 2). Figure 4 further demonstrates
migration of these acceptor holes from the WL at 20 K to
the QRs at 300 K. Fluctuations in the WL valence band
edge, due to sample inhomogeneity during growth, accounts
for the localization of acceptor holes below 20 K. Above this
temperature, thermal excitation is sufficient to allow dopant
holes to migrate into the more deeply confining QD/QRs.
However, our PL spectra do not reveal the location of the
acceptor holes in the 20–300 K range. A likely explanation is
the presence of dark dot states in the sample. XTEM images of
GaSb/GaAs samples have shown that large single-lobed GaSb
structures (QDs) have much more strain in the surrounding
GaAs matrix than smaller double-lobed structures (QRs).30
This high strain is further evidenced by the tendency for
screw dislocations to form in the GaAs layer above the
QDs.31 Calculations of the band structure of different sized
GaSb/GaAs QDs have shown that for large, highly strained
QDs, there is a significant increase in the conduction band
minimum energy of the GaAs close to the QD.36 Therefore,
gradients in the GaAs conduction band minimum may lead
to strong electron repulsion from the highly strained QDs in
this sample, hindering radiative recombination and leading
to dark dots. Conversely, it is established that QR formation
is very effective at relaxing the strain,37 hence producing a
lower gradient in the GaAs conduction band, allowing greater
electron-hole wave-function overlap. Indeed, the magneto-PL
measurements of Ref. 30 found that differences in growth
conditions, and thus QR morphologies, can tune the excitonic
properties of such nanostructures. It was shown that QRs
with larger inner radii have less strain in the surrounding
GaAs, allowing electrons much closer to the holes in the
QRs. Therefore, electron-hole interactions dominate, and, as
the incident laser power was increased, the excitonic binding
increased. In contrast, for QRs with smaller inner radii (more
QD-like), increased strain in the GaAs above the QR leads
to a strong electron-electron interaction. Consequently, as the
incident laser power was increased for these QRs, the screening
dominated and the excitonic binding decreased. Extending this
argument a little further we propose that, broadly speaking,
the QDs in our sample are dark and the QRs are bright.38
The disappearance of the acceptor holes in the intermediate
temperature range is then explained by their migration into the
dark QDs. Bright QRs would be difficult to charge because
holes are efficiently removed by recombination, whereas dark
dots will retain their charge. Dark dots thus provide a hidden
reservoir for the acceptor holes with a deep localization
potential. When the temperature is high enough for the
holes to escape from the dark dots, thermalization occurs,
FIG. 5. Block diagram to illustrate hole migration in the modeled
system.
transferring acceptor holes from the dots to the rings. The
fact that this thermalization is only seen at the anomalously
high temperature of 320 K is directly attributable to the
large localization energy of holes in GaSb/GaAs QDs/QRs
(∼600 meV for the ground state6,7).
V. MODELING
A simple rate equation model was created (Fig. 5) to
replicate the OICD effect using the following equations:
dNGaAs
dt


















where NGaAs, NQR, and NDark are the number of holes in the
GaAs, QRs, and dark QDs, respectively. NMaxDark is the maximum
average hole occupancy of dark QDs per QR. Hence if the QD
density in the sample is lower than the QR density, NMaxDark will
be less than the maximum occupancy of a QD. α, β, and γ
are constants that describe the probability of holes moving
between respective regions. Eβ is the activation energy for the
thermalization of holes from the dark QDs, G is the photogen-
erated carrier rate, rQR is a constant related to electron-hole
recombination in the QRs, and ne is the total number of
photogenerated electrons in the system. From charge neutrality
conditions, ne = NGaAs + NQR + NDark − NA, where NA is
the number of acceptors in the GaAs. These equations
model the movement of holes through the different structures
in the sample. To keep the model simple and to elucidate the
physics in which we are interested, photogenerated electrons
are assumed to instantaneously reach, and interact exclusively
with, the QRs.
Eqs. (1)–(3) were solved for NQR assuming steady state
conditions, i.e., left-hand side of equations set to zero. NQR
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Predicted QR emission energy shifts
as a function of excitation density at different temperatures for the
sample presented here. The inset shows the sample’s actual PL data
for comparison with the model output. (b) The absolute energy for
a MOCVD grown QD sample, as predicted by the model. The inset
shows the MOCVD grown sample’s PL data taken from Ref. 27.
was converted into an energy shift of the ground state PL
(which remains responsible for the emission, even when dots
are charged26) by assuming a capacitive charging energy of
24 meV per additional carrier after the first.38 Bulk GaSb
Varshni parameters were used to calculate changes in the
bandgap energy at different temperatures. Output from the
model is shown in Fig. 6, and the free parameters used to
generate this output are shown in Table I. The value of Eβ used
is consistent with values that have been previously measured in
GaSb/GaAs QDs.7 It can be seen that our model successfully
replicates the general behavior of OICD seen in this MBE-
grown sample [Fig. 6(a) inset]. The evolution of the redshift of
the QR emission occurs over the same temperature range as the
sample and also over the same variation of order of magnitude
of excitation density. The magnitude of the initial redshift seen
at higher temperatures and the magnitude of the blueshift at
lower temperatures are accurately replicated by the model.
The WL has not been included as this would vastly com-
plicate the model and also introduce further free parameters.
We have also neglected the capacitive charging of the dark
QDs from multiple hole occupation, which would change Eβ .
TABLE I. Values used in the model to give the data shown in
Fig. 6 for both the MBE-grown sample presented here and for the
MOCVD-grown sample published in Ref. 27. Note that for the MBE
sample, parameters β and Eβ describe the properties of dark QDs,
while for the MOCVD-grown sample of Ref. 27 they describe the
properties of the acceptors. Also, NMaxDark is only used for the MBE
sample as dark QDs are not included in the MOCVD model. The
order of magnitude of parameters α,β,γ , and rQR is arbitrary.
MBE Sample MOCVD sample (Ref. 27)
α 0.05 s−1 0.1 s−1
β 50 s−1 0.20 s−1
Eβ 475 meV 21.6 meV
γ 7 s−1 1 s−1
NMaxDark 3 –
NA 3 6
rQR 0.40 s−1 0.35 s−1
ECC 24 meV 13 meVa
aReferences 25 and 27.
This could be introduced by modifying the exponential terms
in Eqs. (1) and (3) to include an NDark dependence but doing
so prevents analytical solutions to the simultaneous equations
and would require numerical methods to obtain a solution. To
a large extent, the phenomenon of the dark QDs becoming
harder to fill at higher occupancy is already present in the
model with the inclusion of the NMaxDark term. We believe that
the simpler model presented here, which demonstrates all the
important phenomena, is preferable to a more complex model
containing many more free parameters.
There are several free parameters that account for the
majority of the OICD effects produced by the model. An
important process in OICD is the occupation of intermediate
hole reservoirs (the dark QDs), which provide states at energies
that are higher than those of the QN responsible for the PL
(bright QRs). Here, the dark QDs provide states at higher
energy because they are occupied by more holes than the QRs,
a direct consequence of their dark character. The role of the
hole reservoir is to delay the movement of photogenerated
holes to the recombination center (bright QRs), such that the
latter are discharged by recombination with photogenerated
electrons. OICD is thus a dynamic equilibrium effect. The
inflection point occurs when these dark QDs become saturated,
and the excess photogenerated holes spill into the QRs, leading
to a blueshift. If the dark QDs are more easily saturated, then
the inflection point will occur at a lower laser power; thus, over
a given laser power range, the magnitude of the initial redshift
will be decreased. Indeed, this effect causes the changes in the
model’s output at different temperatures. At low temperatures,
e−Eβ/kbT is smaller (the dark QDs are more easily saturated);
thus, the inflection point occurs at lower laser power, and the
magnitude of the redshift seen over the laser power range is
decreased. Increasing the number of acceptors, NA, increases
the magnitude of the initial redshift (there are more holes at
low laser power to charge the QRs), and the inflection point
shifts to higher laser power (more photogenerated electrons
are required to depopulate the QRs of acceptor holes).
Further support for our model comes from the fact that
it can be adapted to replicate the OICD behavior seen in
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GaSb/GaAs QDs grown by metal organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD)27 [Fig. 6(b)]. To do this, NDark was
renamed to NOccupiedA (the number of acceptor states occupied
by holes), and NMaxDark was replaced by NA. Essentially the
physics of the system remains the same as previously stated,
but the acceptor states take the role of the dark QDs. The free
parameters used in the model are shown in Table I. Compared
to the parameters used for the MBE-grown sample, Eβ was
decreased to reflect the confining potential of the acceptor
states, and NA increased due to the higher acceptor density
expected in MOCVD grown samples. The magnitude of the
energy shifts and the behavior predicted by the model matches
the data very well.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Optically induced charge depletion has been observed
in both the WL and QRs of a GaSb/GaAs heterostructure
but in different temperature regimes. Thermal quenching of
OICD in the WL indicates a migration of acceptor holes out
of this region as the temperature was increased from 2 to
20 K, while the emergence of OICD at temperatures above
300 K in the QRs clearly demonstrates charging of these
nanostructures above room temperature. Thus observations of
OICD were used to follow the movement of acceptor holes
between the different nanostructures within the sample. The
presence of highly strained dark QDs is invoked to explain
the location of acceptor holes at intermediate temperatures
(20–300 K) and is strongly supported by a rate equation
model that successfully replicates the temperature and laser
excitation power dependence of the PL energy both for
the data presented here and for that published in Ref. 27.
The preferential occupation of the QRs at high temperatures
(>300 K) indicates that the large confining potential of these
nanostructures is sufficient to trap holes. This is promising
for the implementation of GaSb/GaAs QRs in devices such as
lasers or memories, which typically operate at or above room
temperature.
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